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Jake 

A bit of background on our story….

• Born in April 2010 after a lengthy wait for child number 2! 
His brother was 7 by this point.

• Never an easy baby – had reflux, didn’t like milk, difficult to 
feed and a slow grower

• Tiny for his age but fitted with our family ‘norm’ for being a 
shortie!

• Always pale and had a persistent snotty nose from birth

• Fussiest eater with the worst nappies…..



2013 – my annus 
horribulus

• Fast forward to January 2013…..

• We’d had Christmas – winter 
illnesses and plenty of treats 
around

• Had a liking for Haribo’s but 
plenty of gifts given 

• Attending play group once a 
week and childminders 2 other 
days

• Family trauma at the time also 
impacting on us all



Suspicions

THE 4 T’S

TIRED – increasingly and pale

THINNER – had lost weight

THIRSTY – demanding drinks, unlike Jake

TOILET – still in nappies, changing hourly

Nurse Jo arrived on the scene…….

Urine sample – dipped
Fluid balance chart performed for 3 days 
– average 3l in and 2.5l out



GP visit

My suspicions confirmed – amazing GP 
listened, agreed with my ‘diagnosis’ and 
quickly referred us to Leeds CAT unit for 
assessment

A very rapid blood glucose check was the 
true confirmation – above 33.3mmols

Suddenly moved, cannula and fluids, insulin 
infusion and what became a 5 day stay to 
stabilise and prep for discharge



Next steps

• 5 days of learning new nursing skills for me and a 
total education for Dad! Lots of new terminology to 
use…..



Hospital team

• We have had regular appointments for almost 10 years now.

• The team are very clued up to our family set up

• At Jake’s first annual review, the consultant could see Jake was fit and healthy – however I was a different issue!

• Sleep deprivation – nightly checks and a nursing shift pattern

• The solution offered?



Monitoring
• Jake was given a continuous glucose sensor (CGM) which 

linked to his insulin pump – the Minimed Veo and Enlite
system

• This meant I could perhaps not get up multiple times a night 
‘just in case’ and only get up if he alarmed

• Quality of life (and sleep!) improvements

• Fast forward another year – May 2015. Jake is offered an 
upgrade to a new, improved pump which will not only alarm 
but will suspend the insulin infusion BEFORE he became 
hypoglycaemic! The Medtronic Minimed 640g 



My health

A few weeks later, I became unwell myself –
unsure of what at this point.

Repeated visits to my GP - tiredness, aches, 
pains, reflux worsening and attempted to stop 
me by suggesting time off work – totally 
declined by myself as ‘why do I need time off’

This led to 7 months off work recovering – I had 
caregiver burnout – it is a recognised thing!



2 angles of personalised care came into being for 
us – Jake’s team were aware and offered much 
support for us all as a family – from extra training 
for Dad and any other care givers involved to ease 
the burden for me

My GP – just amazing! Booking regular 
appointments for continuity of care and at times 
that suited us both (even if the diary wasn’t 
technically opened!) Talking through options for 
self care and long term future wellbeing



2016 – 2017 The 
return of ”being me” 
and the AP trial

• A slow return to work, getting 
back to ‘being me’ through 
2016

• 2017 – The Roman Hovorka AP 
trial, luckily we were eligible to 
undertake this

• 9 weeks wasn’t long enough – a 
bit of a teaser!



2018 – The next step 
a hybrid closed loop 
insulin pump system 
which would suspend 
before a hypo and alarm 
for hypers too – the 
nearest thing to a 
artificial pancreas on the 
market at that time!

The team were aware of 
my desire to have the 
best and provide them 
with much needed 
feedback on how it 
worked – but also put my 
trust in the equipment 
and ‘let it do’



Personalised care

Primary school – outstanding!

Clinic team – excellent and very lucky to live in Leeds

Childminder – adaptable, frightened but worked together

GP – amazing, understanding, relationship with patient

Work – flexible, reactive, supportive colleagues



And now?



Peer leadership 
development 
plan (PLDP)

• 2022 – the year of the 
PLDP! 

• 2023 – further 
developing our vision



To conclude
• Diabetes hasn’t stopped either of us – Jake has a very active sporting life and I 

have continued in the job I love.

• I have been presented with opportunities I would never have had – parent rep, 
Digibete involvement, new friends, and new challenges.

• Jake now has a true role model to look up to –Jordan Thompson, YCCC player 
with T1. This gives him hope and something to strive towards as he grows up

• “If Jordan can play professionally then so can I”



THANK YOU FOR LISTENING

JAKE BEING JAKE!
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